Enrollment Tally Shows 5% Increase

Tech and Auburn Discuss Relations

Large Freshmen Class Includes 106 Korean Vets

By Harvey Hochman

The Office of the Registrar, released its final totals for the registration of the fall quarter 1952. The entire enrollment of the Georgia Tech Day school is now three thousand seven hundred and seventy-five, an increase of five percent over the fall quarter of 1951. This increase verifies the statements made by the university of college of students last year that university enrollment would start climbing in the future.

Big Increase

This fall Georgia Tech enrolled one thousand and forty-two freshmen of which nine hundred and forty-two were freshmen and one hundred and six were Korean Veterans. This enrollment of freshmen is a forty-three percent increase over the incoming freshman class of the fall quarter 1951. There are now one thousand three hundred and eighty-four freshmen, eight hundred and ten sophomores, five hundred and ninety-one juniors, and six hundred and sixty-nine seniors enrolled at Georgia Tech.

The registrar's office also was able to release the breakdown of how many students are studying in each degree-granting school. The totals are:Aeronautical Engineering, two hundred and fourteen; Architecture, three hundred and nine; City Planning; nine; Ceramic Engineering, twenty-six; Chemical Engineering, three hundred and twenty-eight; Chemistry, sixty-three; Civil Engineering, three hundred and eighty-one; Electrical Engineering, six hundred and fourteen; Industrial Engineering, three hundred and thirty-five; Industrial Management, five hundred and eighty-one; Mechanical Engineering, six hundred and twenty-five; Physics, fifty-eight; Public Health, one; Textile Engineering, two hundred and ten; and, unclassified, eight.

Highlights

Highlights on registration are that Georgia Tech now has one hundred and seventy-nine foreign students who come from thirty-eight countries. This year was the first year that Tech enrolled a student from Indonesia. In addition to this we now have two female engineering students enrolled at Tech.

Greek Native, WSF Guest Relates Interesting Past

By Norman S. Tarlin

Our second World Student Fund guest to be highlighted is Pericles John Kowas, a native of Greece. At the age of twenty-five, Perry, as he enjoys being called, has had quite a colorful career before arriving in the United States. Although Perry is a native of Greece, fluid mechanics and heat power engineering.

During his early days of college, after he had established himself as an outside student, Perry was visited by one of his instructors named Dr. John Lee Espy. It was Dr. Espy, formerly of Georgia Tech (Continued on page 8)
Two ME Students Win Lincoln Cash Awards

Four scholarships totaling over $1,000 have been awarded to the Georgia Institute of Technology in honor of two of its mechanical engineering students, Richard D. Cheverton and Thomas W. Musslewhite, who are the recipients of first prize in an annual nationwide engineering contest sponsored by the James F. Lincoln Air Welding Foundation of Cleveland, Ohio. In addition to these scholarships, the foundation issued a check in the amount of $1,129.90 to Messrs. Cheverton and Musslewhite.

Other awards went to engineering undergraduates in 23 different schools for the best designs of machinery and structures stressing the value of arc welded construction. Max Kuniansky, Jr., a Georgia Tech student in chemical engineering, won a fourth place scholarship of $1,000 have been awarded to the calibre mount for a recoilless rifle. A great interest in the design which

Methods Listed Of Graduating Without Trying

Here are "Ten Ways to Get Through College Without Trying" as described in Pageant Magazine:

1. Bring the professor newspaper clips dealing with his subject. If you don't find clippings dealing with his subject, bring clippings in at random. He thinks everything deals with his subject.

2. Look alert. Take notes eagerly and exaggerated. To him, it's quite obvious.

3. Nod frequently and murmur "now true?" To you, this seems exaggerated. To him, it's quite objective.

4. Sit in front, near him. (This applies only if you intend to stay awake).

5. Laugh at his jokes. You can tell if he looks up from his notes and smiles unexpectedly, he has told a joke.

6. Ask for outside reading. You don't have to read it. Just ask.

7. If you must sleep, arrange to be called at the end of the hour. It creates an unfavorable impression if the rest of the class has been sitting during the lecture looks like dozing. If you can't do this, try to wake up at least one hour before class is over.

8. Be sure the book you are reading during the lecture looks like a book from the course. If you do this in psychology class and psychology in math class, match the books for size and color.

9. Ask any questions you think he can answer. Conversely, avoid announcing that you have found the answer, lest you be left there alone, dozing.

10. Call attention to his writing. The produces an exquisitely pleasant experience connected with you. If you know he has written a book or article, ask in class if he wrote it.

Tech Chosen Wing HQ For Arnold Air Society

The Georgia Tech chapter of the Arnold Air Society was recently honored by being selected as host of most of the schools in the Southeast which have a chapter of the Arnold Air Society. The organization was in the United States in 1943 as a group of Advanced Air ROTC students for the purpose of furnishing the Air Force in war and peace, as stated in their constitution.

"We, the members of the Arnold Society for Cadets in order to further the purpose, mission, tradition, and concept of the United States Air Force as a means of national defense, promote American citizenship, create a closer and more efficient relationship among the Air Reserve Officer Training Corps, hereby establish this constitution." The organization gets its name from the famous brand of the Air Force during World War II, General "Hap" Arnold, now deceased. The chapter here at Tech is named in honor of Captain Cornell C. Houten, formerly of Georgia Tech.

Miami Meeting

Each year the society holds a national convention which represents the national organization to receive the award. This year the award is scheduled for this area.

Drill Squadron

Last year the Arnold Air Society sponsored the Color Squadron of the Air ROTC drill team which has since become affiliated with the national organization. This year the Arnold Air Society plans to select for the Tech squadron those officers who are particularly outstanding in ROTC and leadership. The cadre does not need to be a member of the Arnold Air Society.

Olden year the national organization gives a three hundred dollar scholarship to a cadet who is about to be particularly outstanding in ROTC and leadership. The cadre does not need to be a member of the national organization and is open to all cadets.

For Arnold Air Society
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Groseclose Chosen For Naval Research

By Marvin Gerhman

Colonel Frank F. Groseclose, director of the School of Industrial Engineering at Georgia Tech, has been extended a one year leave of absence. The leave came as a result of a request from the United States Navy Research and Development group for Colonel Groseclose to participate in Naval research activities.

New Home

The specific location of the appointment is the United States Navy Research and Evaluation Laboratory at Port Hueneme, California located several miles north of Los Angeles. Colonel Groseclose, now on his way to California, will be primarily concerned with equipment phases of the laboratory work-testing and evaluating instruments as well as research and administrative responsibilities.

The position Colonel Groseclose has assumed is not a military appointment; it is, however, a high level civil service position. When he returns in September of 1953, Colonel Groseclose will reassume his duties as a Colonel in the Engineers reserve unit as the executive officer under the group commanded by Colonel Blake R. Van Leer.

Finally Accepts

The Naval research group has previously requested the services of Colonel Groseclose during the past several years. This year he accepted the offer for two main reasons: first, it offered him a chance to observe and participate in advanced research activities, and secondly, as a representative of Georgia Tech he will be able to reflect credit on the school through his contacts.

VPI Graduate

Colonel Groseclose graduated from the Virginia Polytechnic Institute where he received his bachelor's and master's degree in Mechanical Engineering. For several years he taught at West Point, and in 1945 he came to Georgia Tech to establish an industrial engineering department. In addition to his fine work in organizing a highly rated industrial engineering department at Tech, he was also very active in many professional societies. At the time of his departure, Colonel Groseclose held positions and responsibilities in the Georgia Society of Professional Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute of Industrial Engineers, and was also quite active in church work.

Acting Director

Professor William N. Cox is now acting director of the Industrial Engineering department while Colonel Groseclose is on leave. Professor Cox still holds his position as head of the Department of Safety Engineering, and Director, Institute of Public Safety, Engineering Extension Division. Johns Hopkins University is the alma mater of Professor Cox where he graduated as a mechanical engineer. Hu, also, came to Tech in 1945 to establish the Industrial Engineering department.

Notice

There will be a meeting of the Gamma Chapter of the Student Editorial Art staff of the Yellow Jacket Thursday in room 2 of the YMCA at 4 o'clock. This will be an organizational meeting and all freshmen interested in working on this publication are invited to attend.

Dean Pershing Host to WSF At Reception

On Sunday, evening, October 12, Dean and Mrs. John J. Pershing were hosts to approximately thirty persons who represented the World Student Fund Committee. Included in this gathering were six of the recipients of the World Student Fund scholarships. This informal gathering helped to further acquainting the World Student Fund Committee with the various scholarship holders.

The WSF committee is composed of faculty members and students and functions throughout the school year in carrying out fund raising and scholarship granting. The chairman of the World Student Fund is John McDonald and the Secretary is Mert Wellen. Among the WSF recipients were: Yasuhiro Matsumoto, Japan; Gottfried Greiner, Germany; Pericles Kowas, Greece; Gerhard Rübler, Switzerland; George Forrester, Scotland, and Max Grably, Switzerland.

On arrival at the Pershing estate, the guests were invited to participate in horseshoe, ping pong and badminton. Throughout the evening the American way of life and education was being compared with that of five other nations. Many interesting facts concerning fraternity life and social life in other countries were discussed.

Dean Pershing, who served as chief, as well as host, created the delicious supper for the assembled guests. The meeting was adjourned shortly after the meal.

Other Colleges Say — Sailing Boats In Ditches Criticized By Wyoming U.

By John Redmond

The Building and Grounds Department at the University of Wyoming has asked the students to kindly refrain from sending sailboats down the irrigation ditches.

"The poor man's last luxury has fallen astray into that deep, dark well known as inflation. A soft-drink bottler out in Abilene has raised the price of a Coke to six cents. And just as we were ready to give up drinking the things for life, the local bottler told us that there wasn't a chance of a price boost in Denton because something drastic happens. But it's the principle of the thing that bothers us. What about the poor, unsuspecting Abilene (or whatever Abilene natives call themselves)? Are they to go for the rest of their natural lives without the drink that claims a refreshing name? Are their children to grow up without the cool, nifty, tasty taste of Coca-Cola? And what about the owners of all of Abilene's vending machines — just what will they do? Probably spend thousands converting their machines to take both a nickel and a penny. We, the campus chat, are forever fond of Dr. Pepper, anyway."

From a Texas Tech handbook: "The Tech halls of residence are not just places in which students eat and sleep. The Tech halls are places where the student lives! The halls of residence boast that they are for 'Home Away From Home.' It is our hope and conviction that each student will get as much from his life in the halls as he will from his college classroom."

* * *

An inquiring reporter at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute asked the question: "What was the weirdest quiz problem you ever had at RPI?" Here are some of the answers:

(Continued on page 8)

... But only Time will Tell

AS JULIUS CAESAR ONCE SAID,
"GALLIA EST OMNIS DIVISA IN PARTES TRES!"

LATIN YET! HE'LL BE
CUM LAUDE IN HIS
FRESHMAN YEAR!

GET HIM! HE MUST'VE
WRITTEN THE BOOK!

HOW CAN SHE TELL SO
SHE CAN'T WAIT TILL
EXAMS!

SAILING BOATS IN DITCHES
CRITICIZED BY WYOMING U.

THE BUILDING AND GROUNDS DEPARTMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING HAS ASKED THE STUDENTS TO KINDLY REFRAIN FROM SENDING SAILBOATS DOWN THE IRRIGATION DITCHES.

DEAN PERSHING

TEST CAMELS FOR 30 DAYS
FOR MILDNESS AND FLAVOR

CAMELS are America's most popular cigarette. To find out why, test them as your steady smoke. Only Time will tell. Smoke only CAMELS for thirty days. See how rich and flavorful they are — pack after pack! See how mild CAMELS are — week after week!

CAMEL leads all other brands by billions of cigarettes per year!
**Whatever the Score**

**Be Cordial To Buzzards**

Georgia Tech's reputation as a character-building institution will be the prize offered this Saturday in a gridiron battle. After all, Auburn students are not lessings. No longer are fights and threats interpreted as school spirit. The reason for the meeting grew out of an unfortunate incident that took place four years ago, after a rather close game between Tech and Auburn gridmen. In those days, teams were more respectful of each other, and there was a general atmosphere of sportsmanship. Now, with the advent of modern football, the attitude of the entire student body, including Auburn and Tech student leaders, has changed. The original meeting was convened to prevent future incidents, but we trust it will not be the last.

The meeting was called by President Van Leer, who expressed his concern over the growing number of incidents involving student rivalry. Auburn met recently to discuss the value of friendly relations between schools. The reason for the meeting grew out of an unfortunate incident that took place four years ago, after a rather close game between Tech and Auburn gridmen. In those days, teams were more respectful of each other, and there was a general atmosphere of sportsmanship. Now, with the advent of modern football, the attitude of the entire student body, including Auburn and Tech student leaders, has changed. The original meeting was convened to prevent future incidents, but we trust it will not be the last.
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Recent actions by the Army suggested that it would drop two colonels. The two officers in mention were Francis Dodd and Charles Olmstead. Both figured prominently in the Korean island prison uprising last spring. Dodd was lured into the Red prison compounds and seized with the officer who negotiated Dodd's release on the terms of the Communists. Another officer who is due to be put on the axe list is Brig. General David Crawford. Crawford was well known as the officer who negotiated accepting favors from a business firm.

As a result of a satisfactory personal tour of Yugoslavia by United States Major General George H. Olmstead, director of the Office of Military Assistance. Tito, previously getting light arms from us, will start receiving jets and tanks under the 1953 foreign assistance program.

The Supply Group

House investigators of the Justice Department have blamed former Attorney General J. Howard McGrath for the failure of the Truman Administration's first drive to clean out corruption in government. Before the start of the "anti-corruption" campaign last spring, an official report of the probes suggested that McGrath selected New- York as the officer who negotiated accepting favors from a business firm.

The same House committee had previously heard Assistant At- torney General T. Lamar Caudle state that McGrath revealed to him, "I know enough to blow the White House sky-high." When inter- rogated, he denied having any knowledge of wrongdoing.
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Tech's junior varsity, the B-team, started off their season September 27 in Knoxville, Tennessee against the Tennessee Volunteers. This game was strictly a defensive affair, with a 7-0 score. Tech's score came on a 45-yard pass from quarterback Bert Grant to end Mike Austin. Tech ran an off-tackle play for the extra point try, but the Baby Jackets were stopped short of the goal line. Later, Tennessee fell on a Tech fumble and from there went on to score. Their try for the extra point was good, thus giving them the winning margin.

Bees Top Gators

The Baby Jackets bounced back October 3, when they invaded Gainesville, Florida, to wellop the Gator Bee squad 20-0. Tech's first score came when Johnny Hunsinger, in the black vest, Size 38, in good form, took the last play of the first half Bert Grant tossed a 14-yard pass to Jimmy Morris for Tech's second score. Late in the second half Buck Wiley was given the ball on a draw play and went 14 yards for Tech's third touchdown in two of his three attempts.

Grunt Outstanding

It is very difficult for one to point out one outstanding player, but one certainly deserving recognition in Bert Grant, the All-State quarterback from Wilmington, North Carolina. Coach Bob Bossons rates him as George does on the Bee team as George does on the line. Every student in the near future. Coach Lanoue emphasized that it doesn't take any previous experience or swimming know-how to make the team. All that is required is the will to learn and a few spare hours each week. He further added that all freshmen are especially welcome to seek positions on the squad. Boys interested in learning fancy diving are also urged to attend the practices.

The Bee footballer who has now made himself a place on the varsity is Jimmy Morris. Jimmy is the brother of Tech's potential All-American, George Morris. Jimmy was given a spot on the varsity after his great performance against the Tennessee Bees, and, like his brother George, is a defensive line man. He has the same job on the Bee team as George does on the varsity, mapping the ball for deep punt formations and backfield.

Campus capers call for Coke

Win or lose, you'll get different opinions when the gang gathers to rehab the game. But on the question of refreshment, everyone agrees — you can't beat ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Mermin Needed

To Help Bolster Swimming Team

Daily swimming coach, Fred Lanoue, announced this week that certain swimming team candidates are being held every afternoon. Every student in good standing with the school is eligible to compete for a position in the squad.

Tech's norms, except for last year, have led the southeastern conference since 1941 and they expect to repeat their winning form again this year. Last season the team finished in third place in the conference.

Coach Lanoue emphasized that if it's a question of experience or swimming know-how to make the team. All that is called for is the will to learn and a few free hours each week. He further added that all freshmen are especially welcome to seek positions on the squad. Boys interested in learning fancy diving are also urged to attend the practices.

About the line. Another standout from the Bee team that has made the varsity this season is Larry Martin, a freshman from Defoe, Georgia. They are a big Deborah team showing as defensive and offensive sessions on the squad. Boys interested in learning fancy diving are also urged to attend the practices.

Players Promoted

Many of the familiar names on today's varsity were present on the Bee team roster last season. Such men as Bill Briggsman, Larry Ruffin, Bill Teas, George Humphreys, Bill Gilliard and a few others were on the Bee squad last year. Among of ten to twelve of the thirty-two men traveling squad of the Bee squad are promoted to the varsity each season.

Unlike the varsity, the Bee squad is not able to meet its rigorous ex- in order to find out exactly what they have. This is especially true early in the season when teams around the SEC have not played more than one game. The Bee squad next taken on the Ala- bama squad was recently beaten by Auburn, 14-7. The Bee Bees play Auburn on November 11. Another of the junior varsity's opponents, Vandy, fell, romped over the Tennessee Bees, 44-2.

The most important work of the Bee squad is to play the games sim- ilar to the ones they play the varsity. They are interested in winning.

(Continued on page 7)
Powerful Yellow Jackets March On; Down Stubborn Green Wave, 14-0

Rivalry Keen

In First Round

Of Intramurals

By Wilfred Smith

The fall quarter intramurals got underway in full speed Friday afternoon with nine football games played and four volleyball games scheduled for Monday and every afternoon this week.

Sunday afternoon activity saw two scoreless ties, three 6-0 games, a forfeiture, and three wider margin scores. But, there were no runaways as there usually are during the first part of the season. This is probably because no team had been able to do any practicing in the short week between the end of the rush season and beginning of football play.

Down Stubborn Green Wave

The first round of games, scheduled to begin at 1:00 p.m. Lambda Chi Alpha and Kappa Alpha fought to a scoreless tie; Beta Theta Pi beat Kappa Sigma 13-0 in an air game with Graham doing the passing for the Bettas; and the AEPhi lost to Phi Gamma Delta 6-0.

In the 2:00 round, ATO and Sigma Chi fought to a 6-0 tie; the Newman Club started its fight for the Independent Championship again by defeating the South Dovers team 6-0; and TKE won by the forfeit route over Chi Psi who were unable to field a team because so many boys went home for the weekend.

In the final round of games Sunday afternoon, Delta Tau Delta won by the greatest margin of the afternoon in defeating the Sigma Pi's 19-0. The Deltas used long passes with Sid Hawkins catching one for 50 yards and a tally, Sigma Phi Epsilon defeated Theta Chi 34-7 with a grand mixture of running plays and passing plays. Societas scored twice, Alberny once, and Statena once to account for SPI's 34 points. In the final game of the afternoon, Theta Xi eked out a 6-0 win over a fighting Phi Kappa Tau squad team. The game ended with a safety.

In the final game of the afternoon, the Theta Xi out did a 6-0 win over a fighting Phi Kappa Tau squad team. The game ended with a safety. The Tech backs ate up the short week between the end of the rush season and beginning of football play.

By Leon Hardeman and a booming 65-yard punt off the foot of Tilman, neither team scoring. The quarter session of the ball on their own territory. Bill Teas took the first down on the eleven yard line. From there the session of the ball after the kick brought Tech to pay dirt. Bill first down on the forty six yard line. From there the session of the ball after the kick brought Tech to pay dirt. Bill first down on the forty six yard line.

The Yellow Jackets then took over deep in the Green Wave's territory. Bill Teas took the first play from scrimmage and bulled his way down to the 24-yard line. After Hardeman failed to pick up any yardage, Teas once again took the ball and converted the first down. A yard short of a first down, Teas carried the ball to the 15-yard line. The Tech backs ate up the short week between the end of the rush season and beginning of football play.

In the waning minutes of the afternoon rush period, Deprives Tech of Larger Score

Martin Scores
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World Events—

(Continued from page 5)

viewed by reporters sometime later, McGrath declined to comment.

Absente Candidate

Final returns from the Japanese legislature showed a record defeat for the Communists. As the count for candidates' votes continued, poll officials found write-in votes for General MacArthur, Gary Cooper, John Wayne and Joe Stalin.

The Reds Are Blue

The Kremlin hierarchy is reported to be gnashing its bear teeth over the advance news of America's guided missile test to be held next November at White Sands, New Mexico. Beaten to the punch on the Atom Bomb, H-Bomb, atomic subs and atomic artillery, the Reds are woody over the latest scoop. Developed by the Nazis, snatched by the Russians at the end of World War II, guided missiles have come to be of tremendous strategic importance. However, chief advances in the field have been patented by American scientists and engineers. When the next Red Army purge comes, sometime in mid-winter, guided missiles will be the reason.

Merlin Grocery Company
WHOLESALE GROCERIES
Serving the Tech Campus
Main 5831-2
125 Decatur Street

YELLOW JACKET INN

Is Serving the
Finest in Hot Dogs, Hamburgers and a Complete Line of Sandwiches—Also All Popular Beverages

AMPLE NORTH AVE. & PLUM STREET QUICK COURTEOUS PARKING SPACE "ONLY ONE BLOCK FROM TECH"

We have greatly appreciated your business in the past years and we are looking forward to your continued patronage.

GET YOUR DATE A CORSAGE

Order A Corsage Now for the
Auburn Game - - -

PLACE YOUR ORDER BEFORE FRIDAY NIGHT FOR DELIVERY SATURDAY MORNING

Available in Either Gold or White

ONLY $1.50 AT THE
PLUS STATE SALES TAX

GEORGIA TECH COLLEGE INN

Opened and Operated by the Georgia Institute of Technology for the Convenience of the Students

Located in the Basement of the Administration Building